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Protect your health care clients and yourself from the consequences of fraud and abuse allegations, including potentially overwhelming civil and/or criminal penalties.
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YOUR HEALTH CARE CLIENTS ARE AT RISK.

The body of fraud and abuse laws and regulations affecting the health care industry continues to grow and evolve. Long-accepted business practices may suddenly be investigated for potential "crimes." "Gray areas" in the law are numerous, making it difficult to know how to proceed safely since government prosecution or an action under the False Claims Act's qui tam provision could lead to millions of dollars in fines and lost business.

Now you can negotiate the murky waters of health care fraud enforcement with Health Care Fraud and Abuse: Practical Perspectives. Experienced practitioners and those new to health care law will find help structuring acceptable business arrangements; avoiding statutory and regulatory pitfalls; defending clients; implementing effective corporate compliance programs; and more.

The American Bar Association Health Law Section is dedicated to increasing interest in the field of health law. Its nearly 10,000 members represent all areas of the health law industry and are committed to educating the legal profession in this rapidly changing area of practice. Health Care Fraud and Abuse: Practical Perspectives is the first collaborative legal reference book published by the ABA Health Law Section and BNA Books.

Editor-in-Chief Linda A. Baumann and a team of authoritative health care practitioners offer you careful analysis and valuable guidance on these and other topics:

- the federal physician self-referral restrictions
- False Claims Act jurisprudence relevant to health care prosecutions
- hospital-physician relationships
- managed care fraud and abuse risks
- effective corporate compliance programs
- practical considerations for defending health care fraud cases
- director and officer potential liabilities

Appendixes include materials on the anti-kickback statute and safe harbor regulations; the Stark law and regulations; the False Claims Act; civil monetary penalties and exclusions laws and regulations; OIG Provider Self-Disclosure Protocol; and numerous additional guidance materials, from advisory opinions to Special Fraud alerts. Many appendixes are available and searchable on the accompanying CD-ROM!

Editor-in-Chief Linda A. Baumann is a member of Reed Smith LLP's Health Care Group in Washington, D.C. Ms. Baumann concentrates her practice on health care regulatory matters, focusing on the fraud and abuse laws. She has extensive experience in private practice and in the government, and has advised clients throughout the industry.

Begin your FREE 30-Day review now by calling 1-800-960-1220.
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